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Abstract- Hydrogen mapping is important to better understand and
implement more effective ways of energy generation processes.
The hydrogen pockets in the map suggest the process in which
hydrogen enhance its energy and this process can be used in
technical engineering processes, whether chemically or
mechanically. The biggest challenge is that our environment does
not have ready access to the zero level where hydrogen exists as
an atom to continuously charge the mapping process. However,
there are other methods that can be employed to achieve highly
competitive results following the methods of hydrogen mapping.
The process of hydrogen mapping starts from level zero to level
ten. The results at level ten are an enhanced hydrogen pack that is
able to exist alongside the zero levels of hydrogen without
destabilizing. During the mapping of hydrogen it becomes clear
that the first balanced and free hydrogen pack exist at the solar
level, the second one is at the galactic level and the third one is at
the universal level. The theoretical presentation in this paper only
covers the map up to the solar level. It then becomes clear that
everything that exist is beyond zero, if it wasn’t, hydrogen atoms
would form part of the environment we know and sparks of energy
would be created from the atmosphere everywhere. Hydrogen
creates its energy by totally focusing on enhancing its core and this
results into a magnetic energy that pulls strongly towards its core.
Hence everything in existence is pulled towards this core with a
spherical shape in the center.

intensity. When hydrogen focuses on its core, it enhances
magnetic energy that pulls everything in that level of existence
towards that enhanced core of hydrogen. From the breakthrough,
hydrogen expresses itself as the outcome of the work done at level
one. The level of work employs the law of work and the level of
discovery uses the law of discovery. Everything discovered must
be studied and hydrogen found itself to lack balance at this level.
Further continuing to the level of support where hydrogen gains
support from its base hydrogen at level zero. This support allows
hydrogen to work on its mirror image without losing its previous
enhancement.
The law of support at level three makes it possible for
hydrogen to proceed to its balanced state at level four. The
balanced form of hydrogen is highly energetic, illumined with
varying decibel levels. This is the self-sufficient form of hydrogen,
however, it must first break free from the bond it has with its base
hydrogen to become free. At level five balanced hydrogen breaks
free from its base hydrogen and becomes free hydrogen.
The entire outcome of enhanced hydrogen is also depicted
in the hydrogen table and this whole work herein only goes to the
level of the solar system. Hydrogen can be mapped through into
galactic levels and thereafter into the universal level where
hydrogen mapping will be fulfilled and then hydrogen
multiplication begins.
hydrogen laws

I. INTRODUCTION

H

ydrogen as an element has a map that is expressed throughout
the entire universal system that we live in. Herein is the map
of hydrogen from level zero to level five, a level of the solar
system in existence. Hydrogen continuously enhance itself
through work so that it can balance and free itself from its most
unstable state. The enhanced form of hydrogen that is mapped
herein becomes the zero points for existence itself. Everything in
existence is created around the enhanced form of hydrogen that is
highly magnetic and become the central force of attraction in
existence because everything is drawn towards this central point.
The entire map of hydrogen follows a set of rules that guides
the continuous enhancement of hydrogen in existence. The first
law is a law of potential and this is where the hydrogen atom is
found at level zero. At level zero, there is no work done yet and
therefore there is no energy, the level produces no sound and has
no light. All these things are a potential at this point carried by
hydrogen as an atom. The instability of the hydrogen atom result
from its continuous effort to express its potential. Resulting to a
breakthrough that happens when hydrogen finally breaks itself up
to release its potential. The breakthrough immediately leads to
level one of the hydrogen element, where hydrogen starts to focus
on itself. This focus is considered to be work, work that enhances
hydrogen’s potential to higher levels of energy, sound and light
http://dx.doi.org/10.29322/IJSRP.9.08.2019.p92103

II.

HYDROGEN POTENTIAL

Hydrogen is based on potential that continuously need to be
expressed and this potential is capable of communicating and
working. Nothing can be added or taken away from hydrogen as it
has dedicated principles to fulfill its potential through
enhancement and multiplication. The potential of hydrogen
continuously need to discover and express itself. It carries the
potential of sound, work, light and energy, the work splits
hydrogen into a neutron and a proton which result into sound and
light.
Figure 1. The hydrogen potential
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At this level Hydrogen equals four (H = 4), the potential of
Hydrogen is work that produces sound, energy and light (H+ and
H-). Therefore at level zero (H = 1), -meaning zero carries the
potential to create charged energy levels. It is therefore the only
level that seem tricky to understand because it remains the
potential for every other energy level to be expressed.
The 1st law of hydrogen: Every Hydrogen atom carries
the potential to work, release sound, light and enhance itself into
energy.
H = 4 shows that Hydrogen atoms unstable nature is caused
by its potential to express itself, However this potential of
hydrogen only exist at level zero. Level zero is the only point
where there is no work, no sound and no energy, clarifying the fact
that the hydrogen atom cannot be found at any other level but zero.
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The split of hydrogen forms a system where it is able to
focus on its core, a single hydrogen atom enhance it to a complete
balanced state. This focus creates a magnetic force that pulls the
system towards its core, thereby resulting on a strong magnetic
field safe guarding the system.
The 2nd law of hydrogen: Hydrogen is the force doing
work every time it potentially breakthrough.
The first law proves the creative ability of hydrogen is based
on energy that is sourced from the enhancement of hydrogen itself
during work. The energy field protecting the hydrogen system is a
source of magnetic energy resulting from hydrogen work.

IV. HYDROGEN DISCOVERY
III. HYDROGEN BREAKTHROUGH
Hydrogen works first to enhance itself and during work,
sound, light and energy is released. The working of hydrogen is
the first step towards unleashing the full potential of hydrogen. So,
H = H1 – 1, the minus one means one is deducted from the base of
the hydrogen atom’s potential at level zero to enhance the
expression of hydrogen at the first energy level. H1 is a
representation of hydrogen beyond the potential level. A
Hydrogen atom breaks itself into half (H+ and H-) so that it can
focus on expressing itself (H1).
For example: where H = H1 - 1, H1 is being enhanced by the
breakdown of hydrogen which is considered a breakthrough in
hydrogen mapping. The breakdown of H into H+ and H- result into
H0 which is = 1. So this 1 focuses on the hydrogen (H1) and
enhances its energy going forward. This is how hydrogen works
and express itself in the first energy level. So this energy level is
based on work towards discovering a much more stable and
balanced form of hydrogen.

Work leads to a discovery, a discovery that seeks to fulfill
the need that was buried as potential to work because for the first
time hydrogen has found itself in existence. For the first time at
this level, existence has something to give back to the hydrogen
atom for the whole work well done.
Figure 4: The discovery

It’s time for this enhanced discovered hydrogen to give back
to the Hydrogen at level zero and it can only give back in the way
it received, H = H1 + 1. Thus at this point Hydrogen is, H = (H1 –
1) + (H1 + 1) resulting onto H = 2H1, so this is how creation found
itself to be in existence. H = (H1 – 1), this was the breakthrough
and H = (H1 + 1) is the contribution back to the core.

Figure 2: Working of hydrogen

Figure 4; Discovery of enhanced hydrogen

Where work equals one, H = H1 – 1, because the very
expression of work comes from the potential of hydrogen.
Hydrogen works as it breaks itself down and focus more on itself.
The work of hydrogen creates a system.
Figure 3: Hydrogen system at level 1

Hydrogen has now successfully enhanced itself from H to
2H1. The work and the discovery point of enhanced hydrogen start
to show a workable map that can be followed to understand the
creativity of hydrogen. Enhanced hydrogen grows its magnetic
field and strengthens its energy field. However, this level of
enhanced hydrogen is not balanced and more work must be done
to reach a balanced state.
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Figure 5: Discovery systems
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one creating but the discovery continues in a quest to fulfill the
potential already known from zero.
The work of hydrogen is always one and it produces energy
that is H1, this energy is always focused on enhancing its core. So,
Hydrogen equals work multiply by two energy system focusing on
a specific core. Thus H = 1(H1 x H1) resulting on H = H12. The
same applies during support enhancing the discovered hydrogen
to a new level of expression.
Figure 7: Support systems (support in grey)

The 3rd law of Hydrogen: For every work done, hydrogen is
enhanced. The enhanced core equals the product of the work
done.
H = H1 – 1 is always the input from the base hydrogen and
H = H1 + 1 is contribution towards the base hydrogen. Hydrogen
is proving to be self-sufficient and this allows it to continue
enhancing itself to levels where it becomes free hydrogen.

V. HYDROGEN SUPPORT
Upon discovering itself, hydrogen continues to be
unfulfilled as it need to balance and gain its mirror image view.
The work required for hydrogen to balance itself equals the work
already done to discover it. However, hydrogen must support its
discovery so that it can continue work and discover itself exactly
the way it did before. So during the discovery of its mirror image,
level zero provides total support for the already existing part of
hydrogen discovered through enhancement work. Therefore, the
discovery plus the potential come together temporarily. This
enables hydrogen to work on itself again and advance to its fully
independent state.
Figure 6: Total support (support in red)

Hydrogen support itself in this way so that it can continue
working and enhancing itself. So the coming together of H = 4 and
H = 2H1 gives H = 2H1 - 4, clearly representing the discovery with
total support from level zero. The existing discovery receives total
support because it worked and fulfilled the potential by giving
back completely what it received. Now the discovery is totally
capable of finding itself and balancing itself as it fuses its work
resulting on H = H12. So this zero point of total support is not the
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The 4th law of hydrogen: for every enhanced discovery of
hydrogen, equal and total support is provided by the base
hydrogen.
This is how progress is gained through enhancement as
hydrogen only concerns itself with progress, vital progress does
not consume its own work. Support therefore exists for all
enhanced discoveries to continue working and contributing to the
hydrogen map.

VI.

HYDROGEN BALANCE

At this point hydrogen has discovered its enhanced version
twice, suggesting that it has achieved its mirror image and
therefore aware of itself. The potential is now expressed twice and
enhanced hydrogen has given back to the base hydrogen twice. It
is a point of balance as every action has been totally reacted upon
with equal force.
The total work done by hydrogen: Before support, the
discovery of enhanced hydrogen was found to be H = 2H1 and
during support, the discovery of enhanced hydrogen is again
achieved through work and it is H = 2H1, so now the union of the
two enhanced discoveries is H = 4H1. This comes from, H = (H1
– 1) + (H1 + 1) before support and H = (H1 – 1) + (H1 + 1) during
support resulting on H = (H1 – 1) + (H1 + 1) + (H1 – 1) + (H1 + 1)
which gives H = 4H1.
Figure 8: Balanced hydrogen
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A system of balanced hydrogen shows the exact map of enhanced
hydrogen packets.
Figure 9: Balanced system
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where free and enhanced hydrogen exist. At level zero, only the
hydrogen atom exist and it breaks through at level one to start
focusing on itself. Level two shows the growth and enhancement
of hydrogen from level 1 and the flow of hydrogen breakthrough
continues work to enhance itself. Level three supports level two
so that an enhanced balanced level of hydrogen can be achieved.
Level four expresses the balance form of enhanced hydrogen and
this form of hydrogen continues to level five where it becomes
free. Free hydrogen is able to thrive side by side with level zero of
hydrogen atoms without reacting or consuming itself. Further
growth is triggered when free hydrogen ventures further, a need
will arise again for hydrogen to further its work and enhance itself
towards a more enhanced and stable hydrogen to withstand its
surrounding environment.
Table 1: Hydrogen table

The 5th law of hydrogen: Balance can only be achieved
through work and work done with the total support of the
hydrogen base.
For the very first time enhanced hydrogen has created a
totally balanced system for H1 to thrive.

VII.

FREE HYDROGEN

The entire work began because hydrogen needed to balance
and liberate itself. It achieves balance through focused
enhancement work.
Therefore H = 4H1 + 4 (where 4 = H), Then H = 4H1 + H
meaning 4H1 = H – H and thus 4H1 = 0. This means enhanced
hydrogen can now exist side by side with the hydrogen base at
level zero as free hydrogen. It is therefore clear that hydrogen
seeks to balance itself so that it can be free.
The 6th law of hydrogen: Hydrogen can only be free
through work and support and free hydrogen is total energy.
HYDROGEN TABLE
The table of hydrogen herein shows hydrogen from level
zero where only the hydrogen atom exist up to level five, a point
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